JOB DESCRIPTION
POSITION: DevOps Developer
JOB GRADE: 5B – 4A
REPORT TO: Senior Manager Service Delivery

PRIMARY DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
1. Develop, configure and support all the automated tools across all stages of the product development including Integration, Test and Production environments.
2. Support processes to maintain continuous availability of critical platform solutions.
3. Involved in discussions of development pipeline with key stakeholders including developers, architects and project managers.
4. To work closely with Information security and infrastructure team in working out an appropriate security approach.
5. Build up the infrastructure in AWS for the continuous delivery pipeline.
6. Grow and maintain the development and deployment environments in DevOps.

JOB REQUIREMENTS
- 2+ years of experience in DevOps
- Strong knowledge of designing solutions, cloud deployment tools and methodologies in AWS
- Experience with configuration management systems and concepts
- Experience with CI/CD strategies and related tools
- Experience with the selection, implementation and use of different Application and Infrastructure monitoring tools
- Proficiency in programming languages (Java, Javascript)
- Experience with Microservices architecture
- Experience with Agile software development methodologies
- Knowledge in supply chain/logistics solution and process will be added advantage
- Team player with strong communication and interpersonal skills
- Must be fluent in both English and another Asia language (written and verbal)

Send your resume indicating the selected Job Title in your email header to:
darrell.wong@ych.com

https://www.y3technologies.com/
JOB DESCRIPTION
POSITION : Java Developer
JOB GRADE : 4B
REPORT TO : Head, Service Delivery

PRIMARY DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Job Description
You will be part of an innovative and passionate team, working towards the one ultimate goal of producing high quality software. Your primary duties are design, prepare technical specifications, lead a team of developers, programming, unit-testing, and analytical problem-solving; but may include support for products implementation, integration testing and documentation.

The individual will:

· Responsible for the successful enhancement of software products and solutions by co-operating with other teams to ensure releases that are coordinated in terms of both time and technology.
· Design system architecture; translate user’s requirements into functional and technical specifications.
· Participate and manage testing, debugging, verifying design and conduct reviews
· Participate and manage data and solution migration.
· Assist pre-sale in architect technical solution.
· To perform other duties as and when required.

Skills Requirements

- Degree in Computer Science or Information Technology or equivalent.
- In-depth experience in Java
- Working knowledge of Object-Oriented
- Working knowledge on any web framework, with understand MVC concept on web based application
- Working knowledge on conceptualizing and designing web based application
- Preferable knowledge and experience in Spring and Hibernate Framework, Spring Boot, REST, Drools, HTML5, Oracle.
- Possess a passion in software engineering/development, with drives to be an effective team leader
- Ability to communicate effectively and clearly
- He or she should show self-initiative in learning, and self-development
• Ability to work under pressure to deliver projects within the designated deadlines.

• At least 2 to 5 years of relevant experience.

Send your resume indicating the selected Job Title in your email header to: darrell.wong@ych.com

https://www.y3technologies.com/
JOB DESCRIPTION

POSITION : Microservices Developer
JOB GRADE : 4B
REPORT TO : Head, Service Delivery

PRIMARY DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Job Description

1. Work with Architect, Framework Designer to develop the next generation of Y3 Cloud base Micro Services Suite
2. Design and implement Micro Service modules primary for Supply Chain systems. Design must be flexible and scalable for any future expansion or upgrade.
3. Establish API services in the API gateway for both internal and external communications and integrations.
4. Document all design works in proper standard formats with detail descriptions. Ensure all design documentations, include module, data are always follow standards and up to date.
5. Conduct Agile development methodology in the Micro Services development life cycle.
6. Carry out unit and integration testing regularly with the QC team

JOB REQUIREMENTS

• A bachelor’s degree in information technology or computer science preferably with 2 years of experience and familiarity of working with Java.
• Intensive knowledge on several Java platform technologies, such as JavaEE, DOM/SAX, Annotation, AOP, DI, REST, workflow, etc. Familiar with infra layer technology such as Docker.
• Familiar with one/several common frameworks/tools, such as SpringSecurity, Hibernate, Redis, ELK( ElasticalSearch, Logstash, Kibana for log analysis)
• Familiar with one/several Microservice frameworks/tools: Spring Cloud (Eureka/Consul, Zuul, Feign/ Ribbon, Hystrix, Config);
• Familiar with key Micro Services technology such as Event Store and Message Queue.
• Experiences and solutions on all/specific part of web system application, such as input validation (single/cross), data transfer, exception handling, log management, interactive message security handling, sync/async processes, performance
• Candidates with working experience in Logistics, Supply Chain or transportation preferred.
• Familiar with agile developmental life cycle
• Excellent written and good spoken communication skills in English and Mandarin for liaising with our China business partners.

Send your resume indicating the selected Job Title in your email header to:

darrell.wong@ych.com

https://www.y3technologies.com/
JOB DESCRIPTION
POSITION : Mobile Developer
JOB GRADE : 5B
REPORT TO : Head, Service Delivery

PRIMARY DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Job Description
Work closely with Senior Developer on:

- Understanding user requirements and participate in technical design and quality review
- Develop, configure and implement system applications and external system interfaces in accordance to detailed specifications
- Perform unit testing, system integration testing and project implementation with knowledge of methodologies and procedures for application testing and quality assurance
- Provide operational support and ongoing maintenance and enhancement after implementation, including troubleshooting of production issues and change requests
- Adhere to company’s software development, standards, guidelines and processes
- On time delivery of agreed and quality codes
- Promptly escalate issues that will affect quality or delivery that are beyond scope of work specifications

Requirement

- Bachelor Degree in Supply Chain or Industrial Engineering or other engineering related discipline
- Min 6 years in Logistics and Transportation operations with proven hand-on experience
- 4 years of exposure in a Lean environment with extensive experience in developing and successfully driving Lean practices and tools
- Green Belt and above certification is advantageous
- Proven ability in application of Lean Six Sigma methods and tools
- Ability to build strong relationships and partner with key stakeholders to build trust and influence at multiple levels within the organization
- Strong project management and facilitation skills
• Strong verbal and written communication skills
• Have a quantitative analytic mindset with strong excel skills

Send your resume indicating the selected Job Title in your email header to: darrell.wong@ych.com

https://www.y3technologies.com/
As a Technical Lead providing solutions to technical issues and development, and are responsible for technical specification documentation, meeting development schedules and ensuring the delivered solution meets the technical specifications and design requirements.

Responsibilities:

- Provide guidance and mentor junior developer on coding and technical aspects
- Work closely with Functional Consultant and Project Manager on:
  - Development of detailed system design and technical specification document preparation
  - Customize, enhance, trouble shoot and document components develop by self and others as per the requirements and design
  - Adhere to company and project’s standards, guidelines and processes
  - Conduct code reviews of junior developers and perform integration of system for project
  - On time delivery of agreed and quality deliverables
  - Promptly escalate issues that will affect quality and/or project delivery that are beyond scope of work specifications
  - Conduct assessment and provide work effort estimations

Requirement:

- Good education background preferable in computer science or engineering
- At least 5 years of hands-on Java programming experiences
- Experience in JavaScript, HTML and SQL
- Good Knowledge of J2EE, Hibernate, Spring Framework, jQuery, Docker, Kubernetes
- Knowledge in supply chain / logistics solution and process will be added advantage
- Knowledge in DevOps development in MS Azure environment will be added advantage
- Team player with strong communication and interpersonal skills
- Must be fluent in English and one Asian Language (written and verbal)

Send your resume indicating the selected Job Title in your email header to: darrell.wong@ych.com

https://www.y3technologies.com/